
WRITING A TEACHING PHILOSOPHY UKY

A teaching philosophy statement is a reflective essay on your conception of teaching and learning and how you
operationalize those beliefs. It gives you a voice.

Teaching philosophy to undergraduates is important to Wakeman because of it's ability to make you a more
critical human being, a more careful thinker, and a more empathetic person. Why have a teaching philosophy?
Teaching to me is about process first, content second. Who were your role models? However there are several
things that I do in an attempt to be as effective as possible in the time available. How to get started The
process of beginning a teaching philosophy statement is understandably intimidating. Her research focuses on
German idealism, mainly Kant and Fichte. You can use this tool to stay focused on your goals, keep yourself
moving forward, and stay true to who you are as an educator. This reflective process should be revisited over
and over again. I believe that I owe it to my students, as well as the community, to bring consistency,
diligence, and warmth to my job in the hope that I can ultimately inspire and encourage such traits in the
children as well. It is far more complex than most people realize and makes large professional and personal
demands on the teacher. You might consider what the instructor ideally should do in the classroom. To help
students make progress in the learning of their second language by giving them the means to identify and
correct their errors. Over time, my educational philosophy may change, and that's okay. Thus, the teacher
maximizes the positive benefits that naturally come along with any self-fulfilling prophecy; with dedication,
perseverance, and hard work, her students will rise to the occasion. Wakeman research involves trying to find
ways to use phenomenological, social, and political critiques to address issues in science. Educational
philosophy questions involve such issues as a teacher's vision of her role as a teacher, her view of how
students learn best, and her basic goals for her students. Get to the point. However, don't craft a statement that
you think the school wants to read; craft an educational philosophy statement that represents who you are as
an educator. As with any effective piece of professional writing, begin by considering your audience. Tips for
Giving the Best Answer Determine your teaching philosophy before the interview. She has provided remedial
enrichment curriculums and worked with both bilingual and special needs students. Who is the audience? As
Caukin and Brinthaupt show, the teaching philosophy statement can be viewed as a professional development
tool. Continue Reading. Professional growth will be reflected in a philosophy that is constantly updated and
maintained. A personal teaching philosophy is different than a pedagogic theory, although obviously the two
are related. To this end I encourage students to make an appointment to see me if they are unable to come by
during my regularly scheduled office hours. What should be included in a teaching philosophy statement?
New graduates and tenured professors alike can grow by thinking upon, summarizing, and defining their
personal beliefs in how they best teach. Some of these are broad and quite loosely defined "I want my students
to gain an appreciation for chamber music. Use short paragraphs. I believe the classroom is a living
community and that everyone, from the principal to the students to the parents, must contribute in order to
maintain a positive atmosphere. Consider some of the following strategies to spur ideas for the first draft.
What do teachers owe their students? Write a letter to someone outside the teaching world on the joys and
challenges of teaching. Many schools use these statements to find teachers and administrators whose approach
to education aligns with the school's mission and philosophies. Use headings. After receiving his bachelor's
degree in English literature and philosophy, Chaudhary pursued a master's degree in philosophy before
coming to the University of Kentucky for his PhD. How does learning take place? Updating your educational
philosophy is important to ensure that it will always reflect your current opinion on education. According to
Carlson, undergraduates should study philosophy because the philosophical method of questioning everything
can be applied in many disciplines. In this way, you and your students can know whether or not the goals have
been achieved.


